Abstract -A kind of microfluidic chip based on dielectrophoresis (DEP) was designed for the purpose of trapping two particles with different sizes. In order to reach the purpose, the shape of electrode and the shape of the flow channel was designed, the electric field and the flow field of the chip was simulated. At last, the trajectory of the particles was obtained. The results show that the chip can complete pairing two particles with different sizes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cell fusion is a very important technology in the field of life sciences, the technology not only provides a powerful means for the theoretical research in different fields, such as nuclear mass relations [1] , genetic complementation [2] , gene mapping [3] , gene regulation [4] , membrane protein dynamics [5] , disease prevention [6] , but also is widely used in genetics [ 7 ] , immunology [ 8 ] , developmental biology. With the development of cell fusion technology, it is believed that animals, plants and microbial cell fusion techniques will become increasingly significant in practical applications.
A very important step of Cell fusion process is to pair and capture two particles, and then use biological or chemical methods to make them fuse together.
Pairing and capturing of equal size or almost equal size particles has made great progress. Yang Jun, from Chongqing University, put forward cell electrofusion chip based on the polyimide substrate [9] , and achieved queuing and fusion of animal cells by this chip. This chip can integrate a lot of microelectrode on a chip (integration can be as high as 10000 electrodes/cm2) to achieve high throughput in order to obtain a sufficient number of fusion cells for post-training. Skelley, from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who published an article on the Nature Methods, developed a cell electrofusion chip based on PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane), The cell capture device comprises thousands of PDMS cell traps densely arrayed within a flow-through channel. Using this device, they paired different cell types, including fibroblasts, mouse embryonic stem cells and myeloma cells, achieving the pairing efficiency up to 70%. The device is compatible with both chemical and electrical fusion protocols [10] .
Pairing particles with vary sizes has still not been studied. Combination of the demand to capture a pair of particles in the cell fusion and the advantage of dielectrophoresis in particle trapping, this subject carried out the research of particle pairing and particle capturing based on microfluidic chip, which has the ability to capture pairs of particles with vary sizes.
II. THEORY
The time average DEP force of particle is given by
Re
where R is the radius of the particle, 0 is permittivity of 
where is the viscosity of fluid medium, R is radius of particle, u is velocity of flow, v is the velocity of particle.
In addition to the DEP force and Stokes force, the particles withstand gravity, buoyancy, wall friction, molecular forces (Van Der Waals forces), Saffman force (the lift force caused by the velocity gradient) and Magnus force (the force after the collision with the wall), as well as the interaction between particles. Approximately counteract due to very small density difference of the polystyrene microspheres (about 1200kg/m 3 ) and the water(1000kg/m 3 ) close to the influence of gravity and buoyancy. Because the mass of the microspheres is very little, the acceleration is very large, so it can be regarded as a mass-free particle processing and ignores the acceleration process. According to the literature, the impact of the remaining force will be ignored. Therefore, applying equation (1) and (3) 
.
DESIGN OF MICRO FLUDIC CHIP
Microfluidic chip model is shown in Fig. 1 . The chip consists of three parts, substrate, cover and micro-flow channel. A layer of 100nm thick microelectrode is located on the substrate. A number of U-shaped obstacles in the micro flow channel are designed for particle capture, which are made of SU-8. Principle to capture a pair of particles is shown in Fig. 2 . The processes to capture a pair of particles are: 1) In Fig. 2a) , particle A (diameter=20 m) in the suspension are driven by the inflow from the left inlet. Because a stream line flows through the gap of the Ushaped obstacles, particle A will be driven along into the gap. Considering that the gap (15 m) from the substrate to the bottom of the U-shaped obstacle is not sufficient to allow particle A pass through it, particle A will be captured in the U-shaped obstacle gap. 2) Due to the presence of particle A, blocking the flow of suspensions, the flow lines will not be through the gap, therefore, when the second particle through here it will bypass the U-shaped gap, as shown in Fag. 2b). This ensures that a U-shaped obstacle can only capture one particle A. 3) Electrify the microelectrode which is plated on the substrate, at the tip of the electrode electric field strength is most large, adjusting the suspension conductivity, so that particle A is driven by pDEP force, as shown in Fag. 2c), the particle A will be firmly adsorbed on the tip of the electrode. 4) The particles B through the inlet flow into the chip, because the existence of with pDEP force, particle B will be adsorbed to the electrode tip and close together with the particle A. By regulating the size of the electrode voltage and suspension flow rate, the tip of the electrode can only capture one particle B. To achieve the purpose of mass capture, just manufacture the module array on the substrate. A proper module distance need to be set, in order to ensure capture efficiency and reduce the probability of the chip is blocked.
. SIMULATION OF THE CHIP Take into account both the accuracy and efficiency of simulation, geometric module of Microfluidic chip need to be simplified. The smallest unit of the chip is used for simulation analysis, and its three-dimensional model in Comsol Multiphysics software is shown in Fig. 3 . Establishment of a Cartesian coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3 . The parameters of each part is shown in Table 1 . 
A. Design and Simulation of Microelectrode
Equation (1) shows that the shape of the electrode determines the magnitude of E E , which also determines the strength of the DEP force. In order to achieve high enough electric field in the specified location, the electrode structure is shown in Fig. 4a ). The width of electrode is10 m. Set 1V initial voltage on the electrode. On surfaces that parallel with plane yz and xz, periodic boundary conditions are adopt, corresponding equations are:
The entire chip meet Laplace equation:
The distribution of electric field on the electrode plane is shown in Fig. 4b) , maximum electric field intensity ( 5 3.9 10 / V m ) is obtained at the electrode tip. From Fig. 4c ), there are relatively high electric field strength in the other two places. In order to ensure that obtained by the microelectrode electric field strength at the tip of microelectrode is significantly higher than other locations, a larger radius filleting the electrode need to be used. Using the radius (R=10 m) of the fillet can reduce the electric field strength of the corner as shown in Fig. 4d) . 
B. Design and Simulation of the Channel
To ensure that just one particle is captured, a reasonable shape of the U-shaped barrier is necessary to design. Designed U-shaped obstacle is shown in Fig. 5a ), the channel height is 40 m, U-shaped obstacle height is 30 m. Periodic boundary condition is set in upstream side and downstream side surface of the channel, pressure difference between upstream side and downstream side is 1Pa , the corresponding boundary equations are:
At the right and left surfaces of the channel, symmetry boundary conditions are used. The boundary equations are:
Reynolds number of the entire flow field is far less than 1, so it is laminar flow, N-S equations is simplified:
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5b) , it can be seen that the flow line through the gap of the U-shaped obstacle. Put particles in the flow field, the trajectories of particles in the chip can be drawn, as shown in Fig. 6 . It can be see that each three U-shaped column captures one particle, when the particles is stuck in the U-shaped mouth, the followed particle will not be captured at the same location any more.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, the purpose that pairing and capturing a pair of particles with different sizes is studied. Combined the advantage of DEP force that it can manipulate particles at particular position, a kind of microfluidic chip based on pDEP is designed to finish the function by two steps. The numerical simulation proved that:
(1)The first particle can be captured by the U-shaped structure without the help of pDEP. Due to the presence of the first particle, the following particles will pass by;
(2)In the second step, the microelectrode is charged. pDEP force is obtained on the particles and attracted them to the tip of the microelectrode. By regulating the size of the electrode voltage and suspension flow rate, the tip of the electrode can only capture one particle B. So the chip completes its function of capturing a pair of particles.
A series of experiments to prove the chip's function is doing now.
